Prepare and get help for emergencies
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Prepare for an emergency

Tell the police

• Visit your police station

• Tell them you have aphasia

• Police will keep that information
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Do not stay home alone

• Keep people with you
  • Parent
  • Spouse
  • Child
  • Friend

• People will help you in emergencies
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Buy products to help you

A photo phone can help you call

A large number phone can help you call
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Buy products to help you

A Life Alert can help in emergencies
Get help in an emergency
In an emergency

Try to use a home phone

Call 911

Help will come
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Can call 911 on your cell phone

Help will come
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Tell the operator about your emergency

• Who is in trouble
• What is the problem
• Where is the problem

Help will come
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Stay on the phone

Do not hang up

Help will come
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You can text 911

• Who is in trouble
• What is the problem
• Where is the problem

Help will come